AoS Campaign - The Vaults of Kamala
In the realm of Metal, Chamon, the city of Kamala stands in a state of perpetual struggle. Once
famed for its universities, schools of magic and cunning artificers unparalleled in their mechanical
creations, roving bands of looters now fight for supremacy on its streets. The magical potency of
the artefacts stored in the city’s great libraries and treasure houses is famed throughout the mortal
realms, and many have come to seek their fortune or empower themselves with arcane
knowledge.
Since the power of the Necroquake was unleashed by Nagash and secrets of the Stormvaults
revealed, rumours of treasure vaults brimming with newly revealed riches have spread like wildfire
along the trade routes. It is to reap this invaluable harvest that you have been charged, but time is
of the essence as rival warlords intent on the same goal are descending on the city, and your
masters will not tolerate failure.
Format
The campaign consists of four rounds, each comprising two battles held over a three-week period.
The two battles in each round must follow the same battle-plan as described below. Scores must
be reported back to the What’s App group.
The points value of the armies will increase each round, starting at 500 points and increasing by
500 points for each subsequent round. For the first round, armies must comprise at least one battle
line unit and one leader. For subsequent rounds, armies must follow the Age of Sigmar Pitched
Battle Chart as below.
Pitched Battle Chart
Vanguard

Battlehost

Points

1000-1999

2000 upwards

Leaders

1-4

1-6

Battleline

2+

3+

Artillery

0-2

0-4

Behemoths

0-2

0-4

Other units

Any number

Any number

Allies

No more than 200 points

No more than 400 points

Models must be fully assembled and preferably painted to a battle-ready standard for each round.
After the four rounds of three weeks, the scores will be calculated and the winner declared.

Objective
The objective of the campaign is to win as many battles as possible out of the four stages,
culminating in a battle for the treasures held in one of the city’s towers of learning.
Each win gives a general 2 points, a draw 1, a loss nil. The general with the most points at the end
of the fourth round is declared the winner, and will receive a fabulous prize. (In the event of a tie,
there will be a battle between those tied, re-fighting the last scenario of the campaign, which must
be fought till there is one final victor)
There will also be a vote by all participants on the best painted army, after the final battle in the
fourth round is complete.
Prizes
*
*
*
*

Campaign winner - most battles won
Best Painted - vote by participants
Zero to Hero - most progress
Scrap Master - best conversion

Dates and Timing
Round

Start Date

End Date

One - The race for the walls

Wednesday 2 October

22 October

Two - Hunting for clues

Wednesday 23 October

12 November

Three - Cut them off!

Wednesday 13 November

3 December

Four - Secure the treasure

Wednesday 4 December

20 December

End of Campaign

Special Surprise Mystery Event

After Christmas

First Round
The race for the walls
Background: The armies approach the city, entering its fortifications through gates or breaches in
the wall. As they approach, rival armies are seen heading for the same area. They must be denied
access.
Army size: A force of 500 points is sent to capture and hold a gateway into the city, while driving off
the opposing army.
Set-up: Assemble a 3’x4’ battlefield with a line of buildings and walls across the middle of the 4’
length of the board, with three objectives placed evenly across this line. These represent gateways
or wall breaches that must be held and denied to the enemy. Place scatter terrain either side of the
wall. Deployment zones are in 6” squares in each of the four corners, each player getting one
inside and one outside the city walls. At least one unit must be placed in each of the player’s
deployment zones.
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Second Round
Hunting for clues
Background: The city is alive with rival factions looting and searching, and they often come to
blows. In the university district, it is rumoured that the great libraries of the wizards may hold clues
as to which treasures are being held where. As the warlord, you have decided to raid these vaults
of knowledge to better the odds of finding what you’re after. Rival troops have been seen in the
area, make sure they do not find any clues and live to tell the tale!
Army Size: An army of 1,000 points may be taken for this encounter.
Set-up: Assemble a 6’ x 4’ battlefield representing the ruins and buildings in the university,
especially its hallowed libraries. Deployment will be across the long table edges, 12” in from the
edge. Players take it in turns to place three objective markers each (roll-off to see who goes first);
markers must be set up at least 9” from deployment zones, at least 9” from a table edge, and not
within 9” of another objective. Players then roll-off for deployment, and alternate deploying one unit
at a time.
Victory Conditions: Both armies are looking for maps and tomes of knowledge to guide them
deeper into the city. One of the six objective markers will be this treasure. Example setup:
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on a 2-5 there is no treasure here and the objective must be removed,
on a 6, the maps are found and all other markers are removed.
If the first five markers have been revealed and removed, then the last marker automatically
becomes the maps you seek.
At the end of the fourth turn, whoever has more units within 3” of the maps is the winner. If a player
loses all their units before this point or surrenders, then they lose the game.

Third Round
Cut them off!
Background: The enemy is too close to reaching the tower of learning where you suspect the piles
of eldritch treasure lie. They have, however, overstretched themselves and are vulnerable to a
hard-hitting raid on their supply lines.
Army Size: An army of 1,500 points can be taken to strike the enemy’s supplies.
Set-Up: Set up a battlefield of 6’ x 4’, with closely packed ruins and buildings, representing the area
of Elixia where the enemy supplies are. Divide the board into eight equal boxes, with one objective
placed in the middle of each of these boxes. Divide the battlefield into two halves, through the
middle of the longest edge of the board, each player is defending one of these halves. Players rolloff to see who chooses to deploy first, then alternate deploying units. No unit can be deployed
within 9” of enemy territory. No units may be held in reserve, as the full brunt of the army is being
brought to bear in this devastating raid.
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VPs instead, but removing the objective from play. At the end of the fifth battle round, the game
ends and the total victory points are counted.

Fourth Round
Secure the treasure
Background: You have finally arrived at the tower of knowledge and the riches and power of the
treasure lie within your grasp! You’re not alone though - a rival faction seeks to claim the tower and
its contents for themselves. You commit everything you have in order to seize what you have been
seeking and drive the enemy off the field of battle.
Army Size: An army of 2,000 points is to be fielded at this final encounter.
Set-up: This encounter is player on a battlefield 6’ x 4’, with the tower of knowledge in the centre of
the battlefield, and one objective 12” on each side of it. Deployment is diagonal, 12” from the genre
line of the table. The scenery is set up to represent the tower and its surrounding buildings. The
tower has the inspiring scenery rule. Players roll-off to see who deploys first, and alternate,
deploying one unit at a time, wholly within their deployment zones. They then roll off to see who
takes first turn.

The
Tower

Victory Conditions: The game can be won by holding all three objectives at the end of any battle
round, or by holding the tower at the end of the fifth battle round. If no one controls the tower at the
end of the fifth turn, then the player controlling the most number of objectives wins.

End of the campaign
The player with the most number of victories wins. If there is a tie, then the player with the highest
number of Victory Points across the campaign wins. If there is still a tie, then the tied players play
the last battle against each other, the winner getting first place, the loser, second.

